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ABSTRACT
Face recognition at a distance is a challenging and important
law-enforcement surveillance problem, with low image reso-
lution and blur contributing to the difficulties. We present a
method for combining a sequence of video frames of a sub-
ject in order to create a restored image of the face with re-
duced blur. A generic Active Appearance Model of face shape
and appearance is used for registration. By warping and av-
eraging registered video frames, noise is reduced, allowing a
Wiener filter to deblur the face to a greater degree than can
be achieved on a single video frame. This process is theoret-
ically justified and tested with real-world outdoor video us-
ing a PTZ camera and a commercial face recognition engine.
Improvement is demonstrated for both face recognition and
authentication.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic face recognition at a distance is of growing impor-
tance to many real-world law enforcement surveillance appli-
cations. However, performance of existing face recognition
systems is often inadequate due to the low-resolution of sub-
ject probe images [1]. Our present goal is to improve the accu-
racy and extend the range of face recognition through multi-
frame facial image restoration from video.

In surveillance systems, a subject is typically captured on
video. Current commercial face recognition algorithms work
on still images so face recognition applications generally ex-
tract a single frame with a suitable view of the face. In a
sense, this is throwing away a great deal of information. We
expect to improve facial image resolution and face recogni-
tion by exploiting the fact that the face is seen in many video
frames, and combining those frames to make a single restored
facial image.

The field of image super-resolution is concerned with us-
ing multiple images or video frames of the same object or
scene to make one image of superior quality [2, 3, 4]. Quality
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improvement can come from noise reduction through averag-
ing, deblurring, and de-aliasing. It is also possible to improve
image quality through modeling, or use of a statistical prior,
though such methods are equally applicable and beneficial
to single image restoration [5]. It is generally accepted that
super-resolution is achieved when the restored image contains
information above the Nyquist frequency of the individual ob-
served images, and this can be achieved with signal process-
ing.

In principle the faces can be super-resolved given accu-
rate registration and an PSF that passes spatial frequencies
above the Nyquist frequency. As an intermediate step in our
progress in this area we demonstrate here improved facial res-
olution and sharpness gained through registration, noise re-
duction and classic Wiener image restoration. Our current
baseline multi-frame restoration approach is described in this
paper. Given video of an unknown subject we fit an Active
Appearance Model (AAM) [6, 7] to the face in each frame. A
set of about 10 consecutive frames are then combined to pro-
duce the restored image. A base frame of reference at twice
the pixel resolution and the same orientation as the central
video frame is defined. Each video frame is warped using
bilinear interpolation to the base frame using the registration
defined by the AAM. These warped frames are averaged and
deblurred using a Wiener filter [8, 9]. While this is techni-
cally not super-resolution in the sense defined above, signifi-
cant image deblurring is achieved and this baseline approach
shows clear improvement in image quality.

To validate the benefit of this technique we utilize the
commercial face recognition package FaceIt R© SDK ver. 6.1
(Identix Inc.) with single video frames and restored images.
Our goal is to determine the degree to which face recognition
and verification is improved by the image restoration process.
Tests are performed using video collected in real-world out-
door conditions in our surveillance testbed.

This restoration process may be used in both manual and
on-line applications. Multi-frame restoration can be applied
to restore video after a crime has been committed to aid recog-
nition of perpetrators or witnesses. It can also be applied in an
on-line system, where video is continually monitored, faces
are detected [10], fitted, restored and sent to a face recogni-
tion system. The system flow diagram in Fig. 1 shows the
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Fig. 1. Major components of a complete face recognition system using multi-frame restoration.

major components of an enhanced face recognition system
making use of multi-frame restoration.

2. ACTIVE APPEARANCE MODEL

This section provides an overview of the relatively complex
process of training and fitting an Active Appearance Model
(AAM) for faces. For this image restoration application the
AAM provides the frame-to-frame registration of the face area
of each video frame.

The first step in multi-frame restoration is registration. In
order to combine the frames, for a pair of frames we must
know the mapping, x2 = f(x1), that converts the first im-
age coordinates, x1 = (r1, c1), of a real object or scene point
to the second image coordinates, x2 = (r2, c2). In most ap-
plications, registration is heavily constrained. Typically the
registration is parameterized as simple shifts in the X and
Y direction, or as an affine transform or homography [11].
However, the registration may also be extremely general, such
as with optical image flow [12]. In general it is best to se-
lect a parameterized registration function that can accurately
model the actual frame-to-frame motion, with no additional
freedom. With this in mind we use an Active Appearance
Model for face registration.

An AAM applied to faces is a two-stage model of both
facial shape and appearance designed to fit the faces of dif-
ferent persons at different orientations. The model has two
parts, a shape model and an appearance model. The shape
model describes the distribution of the 2D or 3D locations of
a set of landmark points. Figure 2(a) shows the 33 feature
points used here. The shape model is trained using a large
set of images from the Notre Dame Biometrics database Col-
lection D [13, 14] on which the feature point locations were
found manually. Instead of allowing the feature points to be
distributed arbitrarily, Principle Components Analysis (PCA)
and the training data are used to reduce the dimensionality
of the face shape space while capturing the major modes of
variation across the training set population.

The AAM shape model includes a mean face shape that
is the average of all face shapes in the training set and a set
of eigenvectors. The mean face shape is the canonical shape
and is used as the frame of reference for the AAM appear-

ance model. Each training set image is warped to the canon-
ical shape frame of reference. Now, all faces are presented
as if they had the same shape. With shape variation now re-
moved, the variation in appearance of the faces is modeled in
this second stage, again using PCA to select a set of appear-
ance eigenvectors for dimensionality reduction.

The complete trained AAM can produce face images that
continually vary over appearance and shape. For our pur-
poses, the AAM is used to lock on to a new face as it ap-
pears in a video frame. This is accomplished by solving for
the face shape and appearance parameters (eigenvector coef-
ficients) such that the model-generated face matches the face
in the video frame using the Simultaneous Inverse Composi-
tional (SIC) algorithm [7]. While both shape parameters and
appearance parameters need to be estimated to fit the model
to a new face in a frame, only the resulting shape parameters
are used for registration.

While this section gives a brief overview of the general
application of an AAM to facial images, the AAM used in this
work [15] has two significant additional features. It is multi-
resolution so the AAM native resolution is more appropriate
for the video frame resolution. Also, the model is iteratively
refined during training, significantly reducing fitting time and
making fitting more robust to initialization. Figure 3 shows
an example of AAM fitting results for video frames.

The AAM provides the registration needed to align the
face across the video frames. The AAM is fit to the face in
each video frame. The shape model portion of the AAM then
defines 33 landmark positions in each frame. These landmark
positions are the vertices of a set 49 triangles over the face
as seen in Fig. 2(a). The registration of the face region be-
tween any two frames is a piecewise affine transformation,
with an affine transformation in each triangle defined by the
corresponding triangle vertices.

3. WIENER FILTERING

In this section we provide a basic overview of Wiener filtering
and how the multi-frame restoration method will increase the
level of deblurring achieved by a Wiener filter.

Our model for video frames is that a perfect continuous
image of the scene is convolved with a Point Spread Function
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Fig. 2. (a) Face from video with 33 AAM landmarks; (b) additional border landmarks; (c) blending mask.

Fig. 3. Faces from 8 consecutive video frames and the fitted AAM shape model.

(PSF), sampled on an image grid, corrupted by additive white
Gaussian noise, and quantized. The PSF is responsible for
the blur and it is our desire to reduce this blur. The additive
noise will be the limiting factor in our ability to do this. As is
typically done, we assume that the dominant source of noise
is CCD electronic noise, and that the noise is i.i.d. additive
Gaussian, and thus has a flat spectrum. With all image signals
represented in the spatial frequency domain, if the transform
of the original image is I(ω1, ω2), the Optical Transfer Func-
tion (OTF, the Fourier Transform of the PSF) is H(ω1, ω2)
and the additive Gaussian noise signal is Ñ(ω1, ω2), then the
observed video frame is,

G(ω1, ω2) = H(ω1, ω2)I(ω1, ω2) + Ñ(ω1, ω2) (1)

The Wiener filter is a classic method for single image de-
blurring [8, 9], providing the Minimum Mean Squared Error
(MMSE) estimate of I(ω1, ω2), the non-blurred image given
a noisy blurred observation, G(ω1, ω2). With no assumption
made about the unknown image signal, the Wiener filter is,

Î(ω1, ω2) =
H∗(ω1, ω2)

|H(ω1, ω2)|2 + K
G(ω1, ω2) (2)

where H∗(ω1, ω2) is the complex conjugate of H(ω1, ω2). If
parameter K is the noise to signal power ratio then we have

the MMSE Wiener filter. In practice K is adjusted to balance
noise amplification and sharpening. If K is too large the im-
age will not have high spatial frequencies restored to the full
extent possible. If K is too small the restored image will be
corrupted by amplified high spatial frequency noise. As K
goes to zero, and assuming H(ω1, ω2) > 0, the Wiener filter
approaches the ideal inverse filter,

Î(ω1, ω2) =
1

H(ω1, ω2)
G(ω1, ω2) (3)

The inverse filter greatly amplifies high-frequency noise and
is generally not a well conditioned operation.

The effect of the Wiener filter on a blurred noisy image is
to pass spatial frequencies that are not attenuated by the PSF
and have a high SNR; to amplify spatial frequencies that are
attenuated by the PSF and have a high SNR; and to attenuate
spatial frequencies that have a low SNR. This is seen in 1-D in
Fig. 4 for the case of a Gaussian shaped PSF and several val-
ues for K. In Fig. 4(a) is the spatial domain PSF with σ = 2.
For a Gaussian shaped PSF, the OTF is Gaussian shaped as
well, shown in Fig. 4(b) with the frequency variable ω nor-
malized so that with spatial domain sampling at the integers,
the Nyquist frequency is 0.5. The ideal inverse of the OTF
in Fig. 4(c) would amplify high-frequency noise an extreme
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Fig. 4. (a) spatial domain Gaussian PSF (h(x)); (b) corresponding frequency domain OTF (H(ω)); (c) unrealizable inverse of
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amount. Figure 4(d) shows the Wiener filter for several val-
ues of K. Notice how when K is reduced (less image noise)
the higher spatial frequencies are more amplified. Figure 4(e)
shows the product of the OTF and the Wiener filter. This rep-
resents the total system response. As K is reduced higher
spatial frequencies are more strongly restored by the Wiener
filter. For sufficiently low K, the total response passband in
Fig. 4(e) is wider than the OTF in Fig. 4(b) so the restored im-
age will have greater apparent resolution and sharpness than
the observed image.

This example shows how reducing image noise allows a
Wiener filter to restore high-spatial frequencies to a greater
degree, improving resolution and sharpness. In the following
section, the multi-frame method for reducing image noise is
described.

4. MULTI-FRAME RESTORATION

Our baseline multi-frame restoration algorithm works by av-
eraging the aligned face region of N consecutive video frames
and applying a Wiener filter [8, 9] to the result. The frame
averaging reduces additive image noise and the Wiener fil-
ter deblurs the effect of the PSF. The Wiener filter applied
to the time averaged frame is able to reproduce the image
at high spatial frequencies that were attenuated by the PSF
more accurately than a Wiener filter applied to a single video
frame. Reproducing the high spatial frequencies more accu-
rately means the restored image will have higher effective res-
olution and more detail. The reason is that the image noise at
these high spatial frequencies was reduced through the av-
eraging process. Just as averaging N independent measure-
ments of a value, each measurement corrupted by zero-mean
additive Gaussian noise with variance σ2 gives an estimate of
that value that has a variance of σ2/N , averaging N regis-
tered and warped images reduces the additive noise variance,
and the appropriate value of K by a factor of 1/N .

The AAM provides registration only for the portion of the
face within the triangles. If only this region is used, the regis-
tered frame mean will have a border that is at the edge of the
face. This sharp discontinuity will result in strong rippling

edge effects after deblurring. To mitigate this we extrapolate
the registration by adding to the set of face landmarks to de-
fine an extended border region. The 30 new landmarks are
simply positioned some fixed distance out from the estimated
face edges, and form 45 new triangles at the border, seen in
Fig. 2(b). Registration will not be accurate in this border re-
gion, however, we have found it to be sufficient to eliminate
restoration filter artifacts caused by the discontinuity.

For the set of N video frames, a new base frame of refer-
ence is created by selecting the middle video frame and dou-
bling its pixel resolution. Each video frame is then warped
to the base frame of reference. The registration function is
piecewise affine, and bilinear interpolation is used. This aligns
the face in each video frame. The aligned faces frames are
then averaged to make a mean frame.

To deblur, a Wiener filter is applied to the aligned face
mean frame. For most installed surveillance cameras it is dif-
ficult to determine the true PSF, so we assume a Gaussian
shaped PSF with hand selected width, σ, and image noise to
signal power ratio, K. For an on-line or repeatedly used sys-
tem this would need to be done only once. Frame averaging
allows reduction of parameter K by a factor of 1/N and thus
further amplification of high spatial frequencies. Wiener fil-
tering is performed in the frequency domain using the FFT.
All other operations, registration, warping, and averaging, are
performed in the spatial domain.

A sample restoration result appears in Fig. 5. This fig-
ure shows (a) the face from an original video frame, (b) that
single frame restored with a Wiener filter with K = 0.1 (the
best result found by hand), (c) the result of multi-frame en-
hancement using N = 8 consecutive frames using low-noise
assumption K = 0.01 (the best result found by hand) and (d)
the same single frame restored using the incorrect low-noise
assumption K = 0.01. With multi-frame enhancement, we
restore higher spatial frequencies because K is lower in (c).
When that same low value for K is used to attempt to restore
high spatial frequencies in a single frame in (d), the result is
poor and shows significant artifacts because the single frame
has more noise. The restored image in (c) is sharper and more
detailed than the original frame and the Wiener filtered origi-
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Fig. 5. (a) Original video frame; (b) Wiener filtered single video frame (K = 0.1); (c) Multi-frame restoration result (K =
0.01); (d) Wiener filtered single video frame incorrectly using the same value of K as was used for the multi-frame restoration
result (K = 0.01).

nal frame.

5. BLENDING

Outside of the face region modeled by the AAM, frame-to-
frame registration is not determined. The multi-frame restora-
tion technique improves the quality of the face region, but not
the other regions of the image. To make a more pleasing final
result, the restored face image, Î , is blended with a fill image,
If . The fill image is the single middle unrestored video frame
upsampled to match the pixel resolution of the restored image.
The fill image is the source of the base frame of reference so
it lines up perfectly with the restored face image.

A mask M is defined in the base frame that has value 1
inside the face region and fades to zero outside of that region
linearly with distance to the face region. This mask is used to
blend the restored image with the fill image, If using,

I(r, c) = M(r, c)Î(r, c) + (1 − M(r, c))If (r, c) (4)

Figure 2(c) shows an example of the mask image. The result
in Fig. 5(c) has been blended using this procedure.

The result after blending is an image with improved fa-
cial resolution and a background that is at the original frame
resolution, but is not distracting to a viewer and appears more
natural to automatic face recognition algorithms.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

To validate the restoration algorithm we have collected out-
door video of 3 test subjects using a GE CyberDome R© PTZ
camera. The PTZ camera was zoomed at intervals to cap-
ture video at different face resolutions, measured as eye dis-
tance in pixels. A 700 person gallery was created with 3
good quality images of the test subjects and the “FA” image
of the first 697 subjects in the FERET database [16]. From
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the test video sequences we extracted original frames and cre-
ated multi-frame restored facial images from the surrounding
set of N = 10 frames. Figure 6 shows the rank 1–5 recog-
nition counts and rates for the original frames and enhanced
images. The results are grouped by face resolution and also
combined. We see a noticeable trend of improvement, espe-
cially for small original face resolutions. Even this straight-
forward multi-frame restoration process benefits recognition
under these difficult conditions.

The original and enhanced face images were also tested
in verification mode against the 700 person gallery used as a
watch-list. Figure 7 shows the False Recognition Rate (FRR)
vs. False Alarm Rate (FAR) operational performance for eye
distances of 37 and 29 pixels in the original video, where we



Eye Dist. 48 37 29 24 19 17 all
Num. Probes 24 36 24 18 21 15 138

Enhanced no yes no yes no yes no yes no yes no yes no yes
Rank-1 16 18 26 26 16 15 8 11 4 5 1 4 71 79
Rank-2 19 20 27 28 16 16 10 11 5 6 1 5 78 86
Rank-3 20 20 27 30 17 18 11 12 6 6 1 5 82 91
Rank-4 20 21 27 32 18 19 11 12 7 6 2 5 85 95
Rank-5 21 21 28 33 18 19 12 12 7 8 3 6 89 99
Rank-1 67% 75% 72% 72% 67% 63% 44% 61% 19% 24% 7% 27% 51% 57%
Rank-2 79% 83% 75% 78% 67% 67% 56% 61% 24% 29% 7% 33% 57% 62%
Rank-3 83% 83% 75% 83% 71% 75% 61% 67% 29% 29% 7% 33% 59% 66%
Rank-4 83% 88% 75% 89% 75% 79% 61% 67% 33% 29% 13% 33% 62% 69%
Rank-5 88% 88% 78% 92% 75% 79% 67% 67% 33% 38% 20% 40% 64% 72%

Fig. 6. Rank recognition counts and rate (%), with and without multi-frame restoration, grouped by eye distance (pixels) in the
original video frames.

saw the most significant improvement.
As we develop methods for face recognition from video

by combining and preprocessing multiple-frames we present
our initial baseline algorithm and encouraging results on dif-
ficult real-world face video.
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